Dear brother and sister, Dear Pastor,
I would like to propose to your community the showing of my new film, The Hidden Rebellion .
The Hidden Rebellion premiered on EWTN, was endorsed by Cardinal Raymond Burke and was described by
National Catholic Register as “an exceptionally strong voice on film crying out in the wilderness at this critical
time in culture and history”(www.ncregister.com).
The Hidden Rebellion is a docufilm with a substantial budget and 300 actors that was filmed in France and
finished in America. It depicts the persecution and resistance of the Catholic farmers of Vendée, France under
the French Revolution.
As a film, it’s the story of two spouses separated by the war who take a stance during the infamous Reign of
Terror in 1793. As a documentary, it’s the interview of five scholars bringing to light an anti-Christian and big
government ideology that is now permeating many cultural institutions in America.
Most importantly, the film raises high the light of the persecuted Christian and martyr. It shows in a film format
courage, charity and forgiveness in the face of persecution. The production concludes with offering spiritual
food and Social Teachings such as religious freedom, subsidiarity, eternal life, and an explanation of atheistic
ideologies.
At St. Therese church in Alhambra, CA the screenings of The Hidden Rebellion pleased both parishioners and
pastor. It was so appreciated that a second screening was requested and another 100 viewers came. Father
Sullivan said, “he loved such opportunities of both formation and entertainment that brought his parishioners
together.”.
So, would you be interested in giving a look at The Hidden Rebellion and maybe screening it with your
community? In reply to this email please voice your interest in getting the link to the free viewing of the show
and I will send it to you.
What is needed to organize the screening of the show? We will choose a date and my designer will customize a
flier. The income to the production will come from suggested donations at the door and selling the DVD. I
would appreciate, of course, if you announced at the mass before the screening and put the flier in your bulletin
as well as on your campus. I can come with my own projector. A sound system and wide screen are appreciated
or they would have to be rented in your town.
May God bless you,

Daniel Rabourdin, Producer
Kristen Meiser, Production Assistant.
Email : info@hiddenrebellion.com
Website: hiddenrebellion.com

ENDORSEMENTS
Dr. Alice von Hildebrand: “Whereas most people know about the French
Revolution of 1789 – which Dietrich von Hildebrand dubbed the beginning of
the end of Europe, the noble rebellion of the Vendee people against this
revolution is mostly unknown - being at times purposely ignored by
historians. The great work of Hidden Rebellion presented to us by Daniel
Rabourdin corrects this grave omission.”
Cardinal Raymond Burke: The Hidden Rebellion depicts the heroic struggle of
the Catholics of the Vendée… May the heroism of the martyrs of the Vendée
inspire us to face the challenges of our time with courage and hope in
Christ."
Mitch Pacwa S.J., Host of EWTN Live: "The Hidden rebellion" is a must see
documentary on the little known first genocide of modern Europe. A
progressive, atheistic government has no moral brakes on its totalitarian
insistence on the total conformity of its citizens, as the French
revolutionary Republic demonstrated. Contemporary citizens can learn from
this past tragedy to prevent its repetition in the 21st century.”

MEDIA REVIEWS
EWTN BLOG
https://insideewtn.wordpress.com/2016/11/04/ewtn-to-air-the-hidden-rebellion-what-america-canlearn-from-frances-reign-of-terror/
CATHOLIC ANSWERS
http://www.catholic.com/focus/94# (audio 49 min)
DAILY WIRE
http://www.dailywire.com/news/10527/powerful-docudrama-hidden-rebellion-exposes-hank-berrien
Viewer’s Reactions
“I absolutely loved your production. It helps to show us that our real home is not here on earth. Thank
you for your dedication in telling these people's stories.”
Rodney Pelletier, Teacher. Detroit.
“I am very proud of The Hidden Rebellion because it’s very artfully done and as a Catholic, as a
Christian in American society, I am really looking for artfully done projects."
Paula Grimm, Music Director, Pasadena, CA
“The Hidden Rebellion struck a chord with me because my family is from Oaxaca in Mexico. They
lived through the Christeros’ war and had to practice the religion in secret.”
Vida Gordon, Alhambra, CA

